Redhead's coiffure, invite boys they in a marathon, clip a lock of a noted cigarette butts with safety pins, over the dance floor, appear a la ordered to conduct a picnic in the of hazing. The Lady Macbeth act in conscious upperclassmen. Maybe it school organizations and clubs. | ments as soon as possible.

Fresenius: State Conscripts

School at Albany offers F.R.S. Board for New York State. Conference, which will be held at State squad will meet Rutgers Uni­
intramural and "heckle" debates, Freshmen, you're not so good!

With a big smile on his face, Hy said "nuts" (or the equivalent) when who have not yet done so are urged .

Continuing the same example, im­
duces situation denies this. Failure

"Painter of the Soil." His work is because of its brilliance, his work has aroused the admiration of the self­

Men and women workers in the WSSF campaign

Workers in the WSSF campaign
drove, which is .

The candidates in the election are

The candidates in the election are
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that there exists sufficient grounds for the enforcement of the law wherever on the campus, either inside or outside the classroom. This concession was first granted, it must be restated, only after the passage of this resolution, for it is only a part of a larger program of organization that will prevent the world-wide duplication of experiences and procedures that should be avoided at a worthwhile educational center. More can be to high finance in the defense of these free institutions. Mr. Hirsch—dean of our school—will be here soon, Mr. Hirsch has missed the ferry. The conclusion of last spring's academic campaign. What we need is the long-announced student system of bookkeeping for all organizations. This type of system would make the establishment of uniformity and for the Student Association at least, why does the Student Association want this? It is the establishment of uniformity and nothing for the Student Association at least, why does the Student Association want this? It is the very thing that the Student Association wants. We, the editors of the college paper, are in favor of the establishment of uniformity and nothing for the Student Association at least, why does the Student Association want this? It is the very thing that the Student Association wants.
Committees Give Job-Aid Reports

Dr. Lanford, Former "Rat," Continues Chemical Research

Patelin's Orchestra

Dr. Lanford, former "rat," is now a professor of chemistry at Berkeley, California. He has been on the faculty there since 1938.

Pulitzer's Orchestra

It's a host of new for some of them were the old ones. The Pulitzer Orchestra will meet tonight at 8 p.m. in the Music Hall.

Dramatics Class Resumes Plays

Story Replaces Essay in Loveheim Concert

McBride's "The Old Man and the Sea" will be performed at Loveheim next week.

Debaters to Engage

In Round Table Talk

The debate topic for this week is "The President of the United States Should Be a Member of Congress." The debate will be held tonight in the Union Building.

College Sunday Service

To Introduce Dr. Stokes

The College Sunday Service will be held this afternoon at 4 p.m. in the Union Building. The service will be led by Dr. Stokes, the new president of the College.

Business Seeks

Trained Employees—

If your educational background and skills qualify you for a job in the business world, you may be interested in the following opportunities:

1. Accountant, $5000 per year, New York City. Requires a degree in accounting and experience in the field.

2. Sales Representative, $3500 per year, Chicago. Requires a degree in business administration and experience in sales.

3. Secretary, $2000 per year, Boston. Requires a high school diploma and typing skills.


5. Purchasing Agent, $4000 per year, Los Angeles. Requires a degree in business administration and experience in purchasing.

The above positions are available immediately. For complete information, please contact the Placement Office at the College.

State College News

Leading Artist To Speak Here Wednesday
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Juniors Will Dance Tomorrow

To Kavelin's Cascading Chords

State College News

SEB Announces 57 Placements

Appointment Bonus Average

50% to Professional Staff

For Teaching Positions

Assembly to Hear Assassins

ARCW, St. Paul, Minn.

March 3, 1941

Killion to Play For Tea Dance In Ingle Room

Dinner Will Replace Scopes To Chantilly, 40 Will Look at Jack's

Dr. John M. Sayles, acting president of the college, is thoroughly interested in the recent developments at the Albany Academy.

Presentation of new resolutions can now be made at any time.
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